
Robert Smith
Quality Engineering Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Highly motivated individual who is willing to assume a responsible position where would best 
utilize managerial skills and experience in the construction environment. Knowledge is 
fundamentally based on building construction and is enhanced by purchasing and operations. 
Through experience and training  developed to be an asset to any organization.

SKILLS

Six Sigma - Green Belt NGC 6-2006 [] Lead Auditor Cert # Q14995.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Quality Engineering Manager
ABC Corporation  2012 – 2015 
 Managed Quality Engineering &amp; Engineering for this OEM &amp; contract medical device

manufacturing company including 4 Quality Engineers &amp; 15 Quality Technicians.
 Managed validation/process optimization/characterization, process capability studies &amp; 

Documentation department.
 Led Internal Audits &amp; drove corrective actions.
 Hosted FDA &amp; Third Party Audits, responded to audit findings &amp; implemented 

corrective actions.
 Provided QE &amp; Engineering support.
 Managed Customer Complaint system, investigation, and CAPA &amp; complaint closure.
 Led successful cGMP implementation; ensured FDA compliance &amp; managed ISO &amp; 

CE certification.

Quality Engineering Manager
Delta Corporation  2007 – 2012 
 Managed team of test engineers working with leading edge logic analyzers and oscilloscopes.
 Primary responsibilities included creating a test group by hiring personnel and providing 

training in order to configure hardware and software across .
 Worked very closely with test engineers and software developers to identify and resolve 

product issues, created test scenarios, developed automated .
 Modified a medical device quality system from class I GMP exempt to class II without 

exemptions which included creating document controls, .
 Designed and implemented automated testing system to validate the core company SCIwatch

product.
 This facility was written in C#.
 Lead the SCIenergy software quality engineering team and supervised development of all 

testing software.

EDUCATION

MBA - (Brenau University - Gainesville, GA)
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